
 INVESTIGATION & EVIDENCE COLLECTION (Part I) 

By Sandy Nelson 

It’s another ordinary day… I’m taking another ordinary walk in an ordinary forest. Yes, it is a sunny 

day and the forget-me-nots are blooming. Except for that scolding chipmunk it is exceptionally quiet. 

The birds are quiet. The trees are still. The only difference from my excursion and someone else’s, is 

that I am looking for evidence…for the unusual… the unexplainable by reasonable logic. 

Although I would not call myself an investigator, I am capable of data collection, documenting 

findings, establishing a theory, and evaluating information.  

I know the difference between KNOWING things and DOING things. I pride myself in self-discipline, 

being ethical, am open minded - not acting on or drawing conclusions without fact finding. Today I 

want to establish something outside of the ‘ordinary’ has occurred, identify the culprit(s), and gather 

data. I know Forest People exist; I have seen them…watched them…they have seen me. So today, 

other than the desire to ‘see’ again, I will look for collateral evidence. I am investigating! 

Digital evidence, personal experience, scientific evidence, testimonials, physical evidence, trace 

evidence, and relationship evidence are forms of evidence an investigator would be interested in. 

Inductive and deductive reasoning are an important skill an investigator must possess. Inductive 

reasoning moves from specific details to a general view. It uses facts of a situation to unify a logically 

consistent explanation. 

Deductive reasoning, in contrast, creates a hypothesis about who, what, when, etc. There can be 

several theories, but when tested against the facts there must be a match – the pieces have to fit 

together. 

When an unusual artifact is located, site preservation is the absolute TOP priority. Boundary 

determination is important, so any evidence is not compromised. The excitement and intensity of a find 

in the field can be overwhelming.  So much so, that artifacts and prints have and will be trampled in 

the unbridled enthusiasm of finding and collecting evidence.  Once human footprints have destroyed 

rare prints, there is no do-over. An inner and outer perimeter must be set. The designated leader should 

protect the find, mark off a grid search, and assign assistants to each grid segment to set about evidence 

collection. All investigative participants must be ethical and thorough! Each step of an investigation is 

vitally important in substantiating the outcome.   

The basic elements of investigation begin once an incident is reported or witnessed. LISTEN! Take 

detailed notes. Review facts for consistency. 

A preliminary investigation starts with an immediate overview search of the scene or area. Assign a 

leader to protect the site, retrieve or gather supplies, set boundaries using markers or flagging, and 

gather other investigators to assist with the collection of evidence. Utilize each investigator’s strengths. 



Gather evidence and take field notes. Start with the outer boundaries and work toward the ‘find’. 

During investigation and evidence gathering: 

➢ Be prepared - carry a backpack investigation kit. Take the time necessary to be 

thorough. 

➢ Be alert – Use your senses: look, listen, smell, intuition 

➢ Ask for assistance (divide the area). Sometimes, it is NOT easy to decipher witness 

information when they are excited, or the area may be quite large 

➢ Approach the scene cautiously, scanning the entire area thoroughly. Stop! Look before 

you step 

➢ Prioritize what needs to be prioritized – always photograph first! 

➢ Try to establish a sequential timeline of events  

➢ Remain attentive until the scene is completely documented. There may be multiple 

areas to investigate ie, barn, pasture, deck, house, auto, mud, forest, etc. 

➢ Identify where the culprit approached from and/or exited the scene – if possible 

➢ Any corroborating evidence? Glyphs, structures, hair, prints, game camera photos, 

audio recordings, etc. 

➢ Apply INCONCLUSIVENESS – When in doubt, collect ALL evidence & sort it out 

later. Once evidence is destroyed, it cannot be used to substantiate the finding(s) 

➢ Flag findings until completely documented by photography, casting, taking samples, or 

lifting prints 

➢ Measurements, ie. distance, height, width, etc. 

➢ Environmental Considerations – time of day, consider weather, moon phase, etc. 

➢ Obtain a sketch of the area, if applicable. 

Complete any follow-up investigation: review initial notes and formulate questions to clarify 

information. Seemingly insignificant details can be very significant in determining the outcome. 

Determine Who, What, When, & Where– consider any activity BEFORE – DURING - AFTER. 

Reconstruct the event. Why did the culprit reveal themselves or leave the evidence they did? How or 

what did the witness/ individual feel at the time of the incident, if witnessed? Did they smell any 

odors? Maintain ALL field notes, photos, recordings, castings, etc. 

Ultimately, an investigator must proceed with caution and not hasten to a conclusion. If other 

individuals are exploring the same area, listening to another’s theory without bias is important. It is 

also important to learn something from every person. Think about how they REASON their theory. 

Are they biased or conclusive without fact finding?  

Gather, process, and review the data collection which will lead to a substantiated outcome. Take your 

time…do not rush to judgment. Keep an open mind. Consider the history of incidents at this location. 

Contact other experienced and trusted investigators to view your findings. Examine and discuss 

theories. 

Outcome: Be open… be committed… be ethical… be confident… accept the OUTCOME! 



Anyone can be an investigator… just follow these tips and enjoy your exploration and personal 

journey along the way. 

For me, the only person who I have to prove anything to is myself. Because I desire to learn more 

about the Forest People, I do the work and enjoy the journey. I am open to their offerings and grateful 

for their gifts, both physically and spiritually.  

 


